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ON TRACK with your Director 
Ed Carnegie: 

 
June	  has	  been	  a	  very	  successful	  month,	  with	  

two	  work	  weekends.	  	  For	  us	  we	  decided	  to	  go	  up	  
to	  Swanton	  via	  the	  coastal	  route.	  	  It	  is	  interesting	  
to	  do	  every	  few	  years	  to	  enjoy	  the	  spectacular	  
views	  of	  the	  coast,	  but	  should	  be	  done	  with	  the	  
idea	  of	  having	  extra	  time	  as	  it	  added	  an	  extra	  2	  
hrs,	  to	  a	  normal	  3-‐hour	  drive.	  
To	  start	  off,	  let’s	  bring	  everyone	  up-‐to-‐date	  on	  

the	  rebuilding	  of	  the	  1913.	  	  Wasatch	  Railroad	  
Contractors	  of	  Cheyenne, WY have received the 
boiler and have removed the smoke box to use in 
the new boiler.  By using the original smoke box, 
the finished boiler will more resemble the original.  
The materials for the main barrel and back head are 
due to arrive any day, and most all the drawings and 
calculations are done.  This means that good 
progress is being made on our new boiler. 
Friday	  we	  were	  joined	  by	  Pete,	  Scott,	  Bruce,	  

Kyle,	  Andy	  and	  Geoff.	  	  Most	  of	  us	  went	  down	  to	  
the	  Christmas	  tree	  field	  to	  set	  up	  the	  drip	  
irrigation	  system.	  	  The	  problem	  we	  had	  was	  that	  
the	  irrigation	  pipe	  had	  a	  broken	  compression	  
fitting	  and	  thus	  we	  unable	  to	  deliver	  water	  to	  the	  
storage	  tank.	  	  In	  order	  to	  irrigate	  the	  trees,	  5	  or	  
more	  trips	  were	  required	  with	  our	  water	  tank	  
car.	  	  As	  a	  side	  benefit	  it	  does	  give	  our	  volunteers	  
equipment-‐operating	  time.	  	  	  
Saturday	  brought	  several	  more	  of	  our	  

volunteers	  to	  work	  on	  various	  projects.	  	  Becky	  &	  
her	  son,	  with	  other	  4-‐Hers,	  along	  with	  Pete,	  Kyle	  
and	  me,	  went	  down	  to	  the	  Christmas	  tree	  field	  
with	  Robert	  Ritchey	  and	  his	  grandfather.	  	  
Grandpa	  Ritchey	  then	  demonstrated	  and	  
supervised	  us	  in	  the	  trimming	  and	  shaping	  of	  the	  

trees.	  	  From	  his	  experience	  as	  a	  Christmas	  tree	  
farmer,	  he	  said	  that	  if	  the	  trees	  continue	  to	  
mature	  as	  they	  have	  been.	  SOME	  MAY	  be	  ready	  
for	  harvesting	  this	  Christmas	  season.	  	  Kyle	  and	  
Bruce	  replaced	  the	  lawnmower	  engine;	  Pete,	  
Stan	  and	  crew	  did	  tree	  trimming	  along	  the	  track;	  
Randy,	  Geoff	  and	  crew	  worked	  on	  organizing	  the	  
roundhouse	  and	  machine	  shop.	  	  Once	  the	  track	  
was	  cleared—and	  in	  between	  jobs,	  water	  was	  
hauled	  down	  to	  the	  field.	  	  Sunday—was	  a	  
continuation	  of	  tasks	  from	  Saturday.	  	  	  
Between	  the	  two	  work	  weekends	  we	  

provided,	  on	  Sat.,	  June	  19,	  a	  special	  run	  for	  the	  
Professional	  Soil	  Scientists	  Association	  of	  
California,	  as	  hosted	  through	  Cal	  Poly-‐SLO	  Soil	  
Science	  Dept.	  	  A	  special	  thanks	  to	  Robert,	  Pete,	  
Bruce	  and	  Randy	  for	  helping	  out	  with	  this	  run.	  	  	  	  
The	  second	  work	  weekend	  started	  out	  with	  

just	  Pete,	  Mary	  Ann	  and	  me.	  	  With	  the	  pipe	  
having	  been	  repaired	  by	  the	  ranch	  earlier	  in	  the	  
week,	  we	  were	  able	  to	  water	  the	  trees	  in	  a	  timely	  
manner.	  	  Saturday	  we	  were	  joined	  by	  Fitz,	  Stan,	  
Martha,	  Randy,	  Bruce,	  Dick,	  &	  visitors	  Joe	  &	  
Dave.	  	  Activities	  included	  working	  on	  the	  
cabooses	  by	  finishing	  the	  handrails	  on	  the	  deck,	  
and	  installing	  drywall	  in	  the	  last	  caboose.	  	  Pete	  
and	  crew	  worked	  on	  the	  semaphore.	  	  Andy,	  Fitz	  
and	  crew	  replaced	  and	  worked	  on	  irrigation	  
valves	  in	  the	  meadow;	  Martha	  and	  Mary	  Ann	  
continued	  their	  weed	  maintenance	  program.	  	  
Sunday	  saw	  the	  continuation	  of	  many	  of	  the	  
same	  tasks.	  	  For	  both	  work	  weekends,	  excellent	  
culinary	  meals	  were	  provided	  thanks	  mainly	  to	  
Chef	  Pete.	  	  He	  is	  gaining	  great	  talent	  in	  Dutch	  
oven	  cooking.	  	  Please	  come	  join	  in	  ALL	  these	  fun	  
activities.	  	  AND	  if	  you	  have	  experience	  in	  drywall	  
mudding	  we	  could	  certainly	  use	  your	  talents.	  
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Installing dry wall inside the last caboose.  

MUDDERS NEEDED!!!  
 

Down Behind the Railway 
With your President, air monkey, & car-barnist. 

Reynold 'Fitz' FitzPatrick 
RGBFitz@aol.com  650.737.9584 

 
My Fellow Swantoons: 

On the evening of April 18th, 1775 Dr. J. Warren 
dispatched Paul Revere and William Dawes to warn 
Sam Adams and John Hancock in Lexington that 
British Regulars were coming to arrest them. 
Revere crossed the Charles River and Dawes took a 
different route thru Boston Neck using the 
subterfuge of being a drunken sot just trying to get 
home and, perhaps a little bribery, to get past 
British guards. Dawes and Revere met in Lexington 
and were joined by Dr. Samuel Prescott and headed 
toward Concord, where cannon, arms and 
ammunition were stored, to alert the Provincial 
Congress of the British in the field. 

Between Lexington and Concord the three were 
apprehended by the British (confusion abounds just 
where and when) and Prescott and Dawes escaped 
by riding off in different directions.  Dawes rode 
toward a house closely followed by a few British 
soldiers.  

Quick witted Dawes yells to the house, “"I've got 
two of them -- surround them!" and the Redcoats, 
fearing an ambush, abandoned their efforts to 
capture him and retreated. 

Four score and change years later Longfellow 
pens “The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere”, 

 
Listen my children and you shall hear 
Of the midnight ride of Paul Revere, 

On the eighteenth of April, in Seventy-five; 
Hardly a man is now alive 
Who remembers that famous day and year. 
 

Most of you know the opening lines of the first 
stanza but how many have heard of Helen Moore’s 
1896 parody “Midnight Ride of William Dawes”? 

 
I am a wandering, bitter shade, 
Never of me was a hero made; 
Poets have never sung my praise, 
Nobody crowned my brow with bays; 
And if you ask me the fatal cause, 
I answer only, "My name was Dawes" 
 

Of Prescott; not a poem nor song. He is not alone 
as many of the Sons of Liberty rode about that night 
warning of the British advance; the ‘One if by land, 
two if by sea’ was the prearranged signal to spread 
the word.   

Happy Birthday America. 
If it is July, then it is summer; and that means 

Swanton’s Summer Camp the last week of July 
where we have conductor , motor car, diesel 
locomotive, fireman and engineer training as well as 
some serious housekeeping this year. 

The Red house is available to us while the ranch 
has a break between classes. We do not have a set 
schedule of events – that depends on your interests 
so come on over or see us on the first workday, July 
10th, and we’ll make a schedule for you. 

We’ll have fun, learn something and teach 
something.   Fitz 

 

 
1913 boiler with smoke box removed 
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UPCOMING EVENTS/PUBLICITY 
Mary Ann Carnegie 

 
July  10/11 Work Weekend 
July  24 Golden Spike Picnic & Training Day 
July 25-Aug. 1 Family SPRR Summer Camp 
Aug. 14/15 Work Weekend 
Aug.  28/29 Work Weekend 

 
Golden Spikes Day will have Martha 

coordinating the picnic portion.  Hamburgers will 
be provided for the train crew.  The event also kicks 
off the start of our annual SPRR Summer Camp 
which provides an opportunity to take on bigger 
projects or complete others.  It is also a time for 
each attending to choose a night to provide or assist 
in a dinner for all staying.  So PLEASE let us know 
of your plans for the week.  We have full access to 
the red-house that week.  We encourage Dutch 
oven, BBQ’s & other culinary delights.  We do 
have some supplies in the freezer—steak, sausage, 
bread, etc.   See ya’ll soon.  MAC 

 

 
Continued from June article 

MALLET LOCOMOTIVES at Le EXPOSITION 
UNIVERSALLE, PARIS 1889 

 
Excerpt 3.  Another Wikimedia article, 

this one in French, provides more details and 
definite statements that the engines at the 1889 
Paris Exposition were Mallets.  A free 
translation is paraphrased as follows: 

The Decauville Railway was one of the 
leading attractions of the Expo.  It moved 
between the Champ de Mars and the 
Esplanade de Invalids on a line of 60 cm 
gauge which was especially provided with 
mallet type locomotives, rolling stock, and a 
???.  The provisional line transported several 
million people (6,342,446 paying passengers) 
without a single accident.  This railway, 

opened May 4, 1889 [the official opening day 
of the Exposition]. 

Seven stations were served on the 
three kilometers of track.  The weight of 
the rails was 90.5 kg/m (= 60.9 lb/ft).  
The rail line went through two tunnels, 
one at the Alma (20 m; ~ 66 ft), the 
other at the Eiffel tower (106 m; ~ 348 
ft). 

The locomotives consisted of 
several Mallet type 020-020, a Fairlie 
type , and also a Pechot 020-020 named 
"Centennial of 1789"  

 
Comments on these excerpts.  
Note the discrepancy about the wheel 

arrangements in the 2nd (June SPRS NL) and 3rd 
excerpts.  The available photographs of the Expo 
Mallets do not show clearly the wheel arrangement 
due to lack of contrast in that part of the 
photograph. 

The Fairlie and the Pechot types mentioned in 
excerpt 3 are variations of the articulated type.  I 
have not yet found a description of those types as 
used at the Paris Expo. 

A statement in a recent book, Eiffel’s Tower, 
by Jill Jonnes, contradicts the statement in two of 
the excerpts that “no serious accident” occurred.  
She refers to a news story in the daily, English 
language newspaper, the Paris Herald.   Heavy 
rains were drenching the Exposition's visitors on the 
final Sunday, November 3, 1889.  The wet crowd 
rushing towards an approaching train was so dense 
that some people were pushed onto the track and 
knocked down.  A young lady, unable to get up, 
was fatally struck by the engine. (Ref. 4) 

 

 
Figure 2     Basic map is from 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/exposition_Unive
rselle_(1889) 
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The 1889 Exposition Universelle was located 
in two separate areas about 1.2 km, ¾ mile, apart.  
The larger area at the Champ du Mars was opposite 
to the Trocadero Palais, which was across the Seine 
River.  The smaller area was at the Esplanade de 
Invalides. The map, Figure 2, depicts the plan of the 
larger section, which was dominated by the new 
Eiffel Tower, figures 3 and 4, and the vast Galerie 
de Machines.  The Decauville Railway went into a 
depressed tunnel as it passed between the Tower 
and the Seine River in order to preserve a clear line 
of sight from the Trocadero Palais, across the River, 
through the Tower's legs, to the Galerie de 
Machines.  

 

 
Figure 3  The Eiffel Tower: undated photo 
from the SPRS Archives No. 1910-1913 
LMM-0164 
 

 
Figure 4  Undated photo in the SPRS Archives 
No. 1910-1913 LMM-0185 

 
Figures 3 and 4.  these are from the box of old 
MacDermot negatives that Randy J.  had stowed in 
his house after receiving them from Charlie Hoyle.  
the photography expert at Fresno State University 
and a student processed them last summer.  210 
negatives in fair or poor condition.  All of them 
appear to be travel loge snapshots taken by the 
MacDermot siblings on "Grand Tours" in Europe 
and the USA.  No dates are given.  I estimate they 
were taken between 1895-1910 since the children 
were born in the 1880's. 

Lou 
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